Evaluation of accuracy of insertion of dental implants and prosthetic treatment by computer-aided navigation in minipigs.
The survival of loaded implants is critically dependent on their biomechanical stability. We have used a computer-guided navigation technique to evaluate the accuracy of computer-assisted insertion for immediately-loaded implants in minipigs. On the basis of computed tomographical data, the Robodent system was used for preoperative planning and guidance of inserting the implant. An optical tracking system allowed positioning of the implant and immediate prosthetic rehabilitation by inserting it in a plaster model and during the operation. Postoperative computed tomograms (CT) showed that the implants were placed precisely in the preoperatively planned position. The accuracy achieved corresponded well with the spatial resolution of the CT used. Immediate placement of the prefabricated crowns resulted in favourable occlusal positioning. Histological cross-sections showed that the implants were biomechanically stable. The accuracy of insertion of oral implants illustrated here suggests that insertion and prosthetic modelling of implants may benefit from computer-assisted navigation.